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A full AFL s is uniformly ~:-erasable if in every AFA defining ~ (where each 
automaton signals acceptance by simultaneously entering an accepting state and 
emptying its storage), the quasi-realtime acceptors also define Sa. This is equivalent to 
the property that every set of languages containing {~} which generates s under full 
AFL operations also generates s under AFL operations. A full semi-AFL is uniformly 
S:-erasable if it satisfies the same condition with "semi-AFL" in place of "AFL"  and 
with automata signalling acceptance by simply entering an accepting state. A full AFL 
is uniformly erasable if it is both uniformly ~-  and uniformly 5a-erasable. 
A study is made of the above three concepts of uniform erasability. The family of 
all context-free languages and several of its subfamilies are shown to be uniformly 
erasable. The context-free languages being a uniformly erasable full AFL generalizes 
the well-known result that every context-free language can be recognized by a quasi- 
realtime pushdown acceptor. 
INTRODUCTION 
In automata theory, an arbitrary acceptor 1 may, in general, make an unl imited 
number  of moves without advancing the input tape. However,  some acceptors, 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grants 
GJ 803, GJ 28787, and GJ 31223. 
t Presented at the Fourth Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, Denver, CO, 
May 1972. 
1 By an aeceptor we shall always mean a one-way nondeterministic acceptor. 
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called "quasirealtime," can only make a bounded number of moves before either 
advancing the input tape or blocking. For both theoretical and practical reasons, 
it is useful to know that each language recognized by a particular type of device 
can be recognized by a quasirealtime d vice of the same type. This is true, in particular, 
for the pushdown acceptors [9]. Note that such a result concerns a type of acceptor 
(the pushdown acceptors) rather than a type of language (the context-free languages). 
Indeed, there conceivably might be other families of acceptors for the context-free 
languages which do not have this quasirealtime property. This raises the question 
of whether the family ~,r of all context-free languages has the following property: 
(*) For every family of acceptors defining .La, the quasirealtime 
acceptors also define 0~. 
The purpose of the present paper is to show that the family of context-free languages, 
and several well-known subfamilies of the context-free languages, have property (.). 
This is somewhat surprising, since (.) appears to be a very stingent condition. In 
fact, at first glance it is not clear that there is any family ~qo, other than the family 
of regular sets, 2which satisfies (.). 
The paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1, some facts about languages 
are reviewed. In Section 2, (*) is stated precisely and is translated into an equivalent 
language property called "uniform erasability." (Uniform erasability is easier to 
handle mathematically than (.).) Some simple facts about uniform erasability are 
then derived. In Section 3, a key sufficiency condition is given for a family of context- 
free languages to be uniformly erasable. This condition is then used to prove that 
the family of all context-free languages, as well as some of its better known subfamilies, 
are uniformly erasable. 
An elementary understanding of formal language theory is assumed throughout. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to study property (.), the concept of a family of acceptors must be 
formalized. The model for such a family adopted here is that of an AFA [2]. Because 
families of acceptors correspond in a natural way to families of languages and vice 
versa, property (.) can be translated into an equivalent statement about families 
of languages. Once this is done, there is no need to work with AFA directly. Hence 
the lengthy details in their formalization are omitted and, instead, the connection 
between AFA and families of languages i  only summarized. 
The family of languages accepted by an AFA depends on the method of acceptance 
2 The set of languages recognized by the quasirealtime acceptors of each family of acceptors 
includes all regular sets [2]. Hence, the family of all regular sets satisfies (*). 
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used by the devices in the AFA. Two methods of acceptance and the two types 
of families, AFL  and semi-AFL, defined by these methods of acceptance are discussed. 
Except for some of the material on semi-AFL, the following results are known and 
in the literature. 
DEFINITION. A language is a set L for which there exists a finite set 271 of abstract 
symbols such that a L C ZI*. The smallest such 271 is denoted by Z L . 
DEFINITION. A semi-AFL is a pair (27, .W), or .2, when 27 is understood, such that: 
(1) Z is an infinite set of symbols; 
(2) s is a set of languages, with Z L _C Z for each L in .LP; 
(3) L @ ;~ for someL in ~q~; and 
(4) ~q' is closed under union, inverse homomorphism, C-free homomorphism, ~ 
and intersection with regular sets. 
An AFL is a semi-AFL which is closed under concatenation and q-.~ A (semi)-AFL 
is called full if it is closed under arbitrary homomorphism. 
Henceforth, Z will always denote a given infinite set of symbols, and 27 with a 
subscript a finite subset of 27. All symbols given or constructed, and then used in 
a language, will be assumed to lie in 27. 
Notation. Let ~ be the family of all regular sets, and ~0 the family of all c-free 
regular sets. 
I f  ~ is a semi-AFL then ~0 _C .6, ~ and if ~ contains the language {r then ~ _C ~8. 
Thus ~ is a subset of every full semi-AFL. 
In [2], an acceptor in an AFA is considered to accept its input tape if, after reading 
its tape, it reaches one of its designated final states while simultaneously having 
empty storage. For this type of acceptance, the following result holds [2]. 
THEOREM 1.1. (a) A family ~ of languages is accepted by some AFA if and only if 
.W is full AFL. 
(b) A family dfl of languages is accepted by the quasirealtime acceptors of some AFA 
if and only if .W is an AFL  containing (~}. 
The connection between the family of languages accepted by an AFA ~ and that 
accepted by the quasi-realtime acceptors of ~ is given by the following result [2]: 
3 For each set 271 , 271" is the set of all finite strings of elements of 271, including the empty 
string r Each element of ZI* is called a word or string. 
4 A homomorphism h from 271" into 272* is ,-free if h(w) = 9 implies w = ~. 
s For each language L,L + = O,>~IL ~ and L* = L + u {r 
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THEOaEM 1.2. For each AFA 9 ,  if .~ 1 and ~ are the families of languages accepted 
by ~ and by the quasirealtime acceptors of 9 ,  respectively, then ~ is the smallest full 
AFL  containing .W 2 . 
So far, an acceptor in an AFA accepts an input word by entering a final state while 
its storage is empty. Another method of acceptance requires only that the acceptor 
enter a final state. Acceptance by final state alone leads to the larger class of semi-AFL. 
A third method of acceptance, for nontrivial AFA, e is by simultaneous final state 
and first return to empty storage. Acceptance by this method also leads to semi-AFL. 
THEOREM 1.3. (a) .4 family ~ of languages is accepted by final state (and simul- 
taneous first return to empty storage) by some (nontrivial) AFA if and only if s is a 
full semi-AFL. 
(b) .4 family .W of languages i  accepted by final state (and simultaneous first return 
to empty storage) by the quasirealtime acceptors of some (nontrivial) AFA if and only 
if ~' is a semi-AFL containing {~}. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1, as given in [2], can easily be modified to establish 
Theorem 1.3. Similarly, the following counterpart to Theorem 1.2 can be proved. 
THEOREM 1.4. For each (nontrivial) AFA 9,  let ~ and ~ be the families of languages 
defined by final state (and simultaneous first return to empty storage) acceptance by 
the acceptors in ~ and by the quasirealtime acceptors in 9,  respectively. Then ~ is 
the smallest full semi-AFL containing *~'2. 
Of the various language operations introduced in the definition of an AFL,  the 
most basic ones are homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with 
a regular set. It is often convenient o replace these operations by a single one, 
"a-transduction." This operation is defined by a one-way, nondeterministic, output- 
producing device with final states, called an "a-transducer." 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M = (K, 271,27z, H, qo, F), where: 
(1) K, 2:1, and Z 2 are finite sets (of states, inputs, and outputs, respectively); 
(2) H is a finite subset of K • Zx* • Z2* • K (the set of moves); 
(3) qo is in K (the start state); and 
(4) F is a subset of K (the set of final or accepting states). 
I fHC_K • Za* • then M is called r 
An AFA is trivial if the storage always remains empty during every accepting (by simul- 
taneous final state and empty storage) computation of each acceptor. 
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I f  (p, u, v, q) is in H, then in one move M can change from state p to state q while 
reading u from its input tape and writing v on its output tape. When M operates 
on input, the resulting output is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION. For each a-transducer M = (K, Z1, Z~, H, po ,F )  and each word 
w in ZI*, let M(w) be the set of all words v 1 "- vn such that there is a sequence 
(P0 ,u l ,v l ,P l ) ' " (P~- l ,un ,v~,P~)  in H* with n~0,  u l " "un  =w,  Po=q0,  
and Pn in F. Let M(L) = UwinL M(w) for all L _C 2:1". 
Note that ~ is in M(E) if qo is in F. 
Notation. For each set ~ '  of languages let Sr 6~,(~a), SP(~), ~ ' (~) ,  ~' , (~') ,  
and .)~(~q~) be the smallest semi-AFL containing ~a, semi-AFL containing ~ k3 {{~}}, 
full semi-AFL containing ~q~, AFL  containing ~q~, AFL  containing ~a u {{E}}, and 
full AFL containing ~,  respectively. Let 
~(~)  = {M(L)/L in ~ ,  M an c-free a-transducer}, 
.A/~(S(') ~ ~'(~!~r t3 {{~}}), and 
d~(~qa) = {M(L)/L in .f  r M an arbitrary a-transducer}. 
We shall have little occasion to refer to ~( . f  ~) or ~(~q~), since we shall be dealing 
with ~9~(~) and ~-~(~) instead. 
We now turn to some simple relations between AFL  and semi-AFL, and between 
families generated by a set of languages and families generated by a single language. 
Notation. Let ~ and ~ be sets of languages. Then ~8~( . f~a~i~)  denotes 
the set of all languages r(L), where L is in ~ and r is a substitution of (~-free) languages 
in ~ for letters in Z L . 
The following is a simple variant of results from [2]. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let ~ be a set of languages. Then (a) .~-~(~) :  ~6"Y~(s162 
(b) ~-(s162 = ~d-SP(& a) = ~aSP(L~'), and if  ~ contains a nonempty language, 
then ~r = ~,,~(~). 
We close the section with a result about semi-AFL and substitution. 
DEFINITION. A substitution r on ZI* is a marked substitution if r(a) C_C_ a(Z -- Za)* 
for each a in Z 1 . Given languages L and L', with Z L n Z L, = N, let r L , called the 
uniform substitution (of L into L'), be the marked substitution on Z'* defined by 
-rL(a ) = aL for each element a in ZL,. A set S~ of languages is closed under (e-free) 
[uniform] substitution if S f '~  C ~a(Sea~' C ~a)[rL(L' ) is in ~a for all appropriate 
L, L '  in ~a]. 
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Notation. For each set .LP of languages let ~'(.Z')[~(.L~')] be the smallest [full] 
AFL  containing ~ u {{~)} and closed under ~-free substitution? 
Let L 1 and Lz be languages, with Z'L~ r Z'L~ = ~ and L 1 r Z.  I f  c I and c 2 are 
new symbols, then it follows from some algebraic manipulation of Theorem 4.2 
of [3] that ~(L1)a#-* (L2)= ~-~(~(t. c2),((L~q)*)). Since we shall be dealing with 
semi-AFL's, we shall need a semi-AFL version of this result. The proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let L1 and L 2 be languages uch that L 1 contains a nonempty word 
and ZL1 n ZL~ = ~.  Let c be a symbol not in ZLI U 27L . Then #O'(L1) a#O'(La) = 
#o'(~'O.,~),(Zx)). 
2. UNIFORM ERASABILITY 
Using the ideas and notation presented in Section 1, we shall formulate property 
(*) of the Introduction so that it only involves families of languages. We shall call 
this reformulated property "uniform erasability." In this section, we introduce 
two versions of this property, one for AFL  and one for semi-AFL, and prove some 
elementary propositions about them. 
In view of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, (*) of the Introduction (for acceptance by simul- 
taneous final state and empty storage) may be recast as the following property of a 
full AFL .W. 
(**) For each AFL .W' containing (~}, if .W = .~(.~f') then ~ '  ---- .5f'. 
I f  acceptance is by final state alone (or by simultaneous final state and first return 
to empty storage), then (**) can be reformulated with [full] semi-AFL replacing 
[full] AFL. We shall restate (**) in a more tractable form. 
DEFINITION. A set .L~ of languages is ~-erasable (#o-erasable) if o~*(.Z ') ---- 
o~(.o~a) (#o~(s _ ~(.W)). L~' is erasable if it is both ~--  and #o-erasable. 
DEFINITION. A set .W of languages is uniformly o~-erasable if s is ~--erasable 
for every set .,W' such that ~(~' )  = ~(.~a). It  is uniformly #o-erasable if .Z" is 
#o-erasable for every set .Z" such that ~9~(.L~ a') = ~,~(.LP). I f  .~  is both uniformly 
~--  and uniformly #~ then it is said to be uniformly erasable. 
Thus a set ~ of languages i ~--erasable if no erasing of letters (by homomorphisms) 
is necessary in generating ~(.o-cP)..ogr is uniformly o~'-erasable if every set .~r which 
is " i f -equivalent"  to L~', in the sense that o&(.L~a') ----- o~(.Z'), is ~r-erasable. Hence 
7 Since ~o(s p) is closed under arbitrary homomorphism, #'o(-~) is also closed under arbitrary 
substitution. 
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LP is uniformly ~--erasable if and only if ~(.La) is, since ~qa and ~(L~ o) are ~-  
equivalent. Analogous statements hold in the semi-AFL case. Therefore, ~ is 
uniformly erasable if and only if 6~(.LP) is uniformly ~'-erasable and ~(.,~) is 
uniformly ~'-erasable. In addition, if .~e is uniformly erasable then so is SP(~q'), 
since 6~(.,q a) is both 6 ~- and ~-equivalent to L~ a. 
The question of which languages are erasable 8 has been considered elsewhere 
[8, 13, 14]. The question of which full AFL  are erasable is trivial; all are. On the 
other hand, the question of which full AFL  are uniformly erasable is nontrivial, 
and is studied in this paper. We show that some well-known families of context-free 
languages are uniformly erasable. 
Consider the relations between the various types of uniform erasability. We shall 
show that each 6:-erasable set of languages is ~--erasable, although the converse 
is false. So ~--erasability is a weaker property than 2T-erasability. Therefore, 
"erasable" and "S:-erasable" are synonymous terms. The situation in the uniform 
case is less dear. We shall give an example of a uniformly ~'-erasable language 
that is not uniformly 6:-erasable. Although we conjecture that there also exist 
uniformly 6:-erasable languages that are not uniformly ~--erasable, we have no 
examples of such languages. 
When .~a is a full AFL, the question of whether oLa is uniformly ~-erasable takes 
a particularly simple form. A full AFL  ~e is uniformly ~--erasable if and only if 
for each set ~0,  ~-~(~0)= ~ whenever o~(~0)= .~a. In other words, setting 
.~' = o~r'(~0) , a full AFL  Se is uniformly ~'-erasable if and only if there is no 
AFL .~' ~ ~e containing {~) such that o~(~')  = .~e. Similarly, a full semi-AFL .~e 
is uniformly S:-erasable if and only if there is no semi-AFL Se '~ ~ containing 
{~} such that 6P(~')  = L~'. Thus, a full AFL  .LP has property (**) if and only if .~ 
is uniformly ~--erasable. And a full semi-AFL satisfies the semi-AFL version of 
(**) if and only if it is uniformly S:-erasable. Therefore the question originally 
posed in the Introduction, when cast in the strongest possible form, is the question 
of whether the family of context-free languages is uniformly erasable. 
In Section 3, we shall show that some well-known families of context-free languages 
are uniformly erasable. 9 For example, the family of all context-free languages and 
the family of derivation-bounded context-free languages are both uniformly erasable 
families. It can also be shown, although not done here, that the family of one-counter 
context-free languages is uniformly erasable. In addition, there are families of non- 
context-free languages that are uniformly erasable, since it can be shown that 6a(.oqe) 
s A language L is said to be erasable if _~a = {L} is erasable. Similar terminology is used for 
the other (uniformly) erasable concepts. 
9 In some cases, we only show that a full AFL -~ is uniformly o~r-erasable. Typically, we 
choose a language L such that L -a = ~(L) and show that L is uniformly erasable. It then follows 
that .~a is uniformly ~'-erasable. But if o~(L) ~ ~(L), then it does not automatically follow that 
.~a is uniformly erasable. 
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is uniformly erasable and ,~(.~r is uniformly ~--erasable for every set ~ of one-letter 
languages. Nonetheless, uniform erasability is a very strong property and one cannot 
generally expect a full AFL  to have it. To illustrate this fact, we give several examples 
of full AFL  which are not uniformly erasable. 
EXAMPLE l. The family ~r of all recursively enumerable languages is neither 
uniformly ~'-erasable nor uniformly ~-erasable. For let .LP~c s = {L, L t3 {E}/L is 
context sensitive}, the family of extended context-sensitive languages. Then ~Ecs 
is an AFL (and hence a semi-AFL) containing {~}, .LPEc s C .L, eRE , and ~9~(s ---- 
EXAMPLE 2. The family s s of all one-way stack languages is neither uniformly 
o~- nor uniformly ~9~-erasable. For let ~-C#os be the AFL of quasirealtime stack languages 
[11]. Then .L-Cos is an AFL  containing {E}, -Wos ~ ~r and ~(~'os)  = o~(-L#os) ---- ~r 
In order to present some further examples of AFL  that are not uniformly erasable, 
it is useful to have a sufficient condition under which a family of languages fails 
to be uniformly erasable. 
DEFINITION. For each language L and symbol c not in XL,  let TM L(c) ~ {wc'*/w 
in L, n ) ] w 1}. Then L'  is a language with tails if L' ~ L(c) for some language L
and symbol c. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~L# be a set of languages with tails. Then each infinite language 
in o~( .~)  has an infinite regular subset. 
Proof. We first show that any infinite language in ~,,(~o) contains an infinite 
regular set. To this end suppose L o is an infinite language in jp(~o)  = ~,(.~o u {{~}}). 
I f  L 0 is in ~({r then L 0 is regular and there is nothing to prove. Suppose L 0 is in 
j{(~o). Then L 0 = M(L)  for some L in o~ a and some E-free a-transducer M. Let 
L' = {w in L/~l (w)  ~= ;L). Suppose L' is finite. Then L'  is regular. Thus L o = 
M(L)  = M(L' )  is regular, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose L' is infinite. Then 
L' contains arbitrarily long words, so we may choose a word vc'* in L' with n very 
large. Since vc n is in L', M has an accepting computation with vc n as input and some 
word w as output. I f  n was chosen large enough, M must pass through the same 
state twice while reading the "tail" c n of vc n. Thus, for any k ~> 0, we can repeat 
this part of the computation k times, and obtain a new computation whose input 
has the form vc n+~'" for some p /> 0. But this is a word in L, so the output from 
this computation is in lPI(L) = L o . Hence, w has the form w = xyz, where xye+Xz 
is in M(L)  for all k ~> 0 and where y =~ e since M is ~-free. Therefore, L 0 has an 
infinite regular subset. 
10 For each word w, let [ w ] denote its length. 
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Now suppose that L 0 is an infinite language in ~-'(s162 = ~a~g'(LP). Then L 0 = 
,(R), where R is a regular set and r is a substitution on X R* such that ~-(x) is in ~ ' (s  
for some x in Z' R . Without loss of generality, we may assume that each r(x) is non- 
empty. Let r '  be the substitution on 27 R* defined, for each a in 27 R , as follows. Let 
r'(a) = r(a) if -c(a) is finite. I f  ~-(a) is infinite, then ~-(a) contains an infinite regular 
set, call it ~-'(a), since r(a) is in J//'(oZ'). I f  each r(a) is finite, then L 0 = r(R) is regular 
and there is nothing to prove. I f  some r'(a) is infinite, then r'(R) C r(R) = L o and 
"/(R) is an infinite regular set. 
DEFINITION. For each language L and each symbol c not in X L , let L[c] ~ {wc'/w 
in L, n = [ w 1}- A set ~r of languages has length markers ilL[c] is in 5P(s162 for all L 
inSt ~  L. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ~ be a set which has length markers and contains an infinite 
language. Then ~ is neither umformly N-erasable nor uniformly ~-erasable. 
Proof. Let ~'  ~- {L(c)/L in .L~ a, c in Z --  ZL). Since L(c) = L[c]c* and .L~ a has 
length markers, ~ '  C 6P(~a). Thus SP(~ ') _C ~9~(.LP). Since L can be obtained from 
L[c] by erasing all occurrences of c, SP(s162 C SP(s162 Hence SP(~a) = ocP(~a'), and 
: (~e')  = : (~) .  
Let L be an infinite language in ~.  By Lemma 2.1, since a language of the form 
L[c] never contains an infinite regular set, L[c] is not in o~',(.LP') and therefore not 
in 5P*(~a'). Since L[c] is in 5~(~q') = 5~(.La'), it follows that o~-,(.W') @ o~(.LP') and 
5P,(~  @ 5~(.W'). Thus .W is neither uniformly S/'- nor uniformly o~--erasable. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let ~// be the full AFL  consisting of all languages. Since q/ has 
length markers, q/ is  neither uniformly 5#. nor uniformly ~-erasable. 
EXAMPLE 4. In [7], a language is defined to have the semilinear property (or to be 
a slip language) if its image under each Parikh mapping is semilinear, and an AFL 
is defined to be a slip AFL  if it contains only slip languages. It is shown that there 
is a largest slip AFL  s162 and that i fL is in ~sLiP and h I and h 2 are homomorphisms 
then {ha(w ) h2(w)/w in L} is in ~SLI~ 9 Hence, if L is in ~LIP  and c is in 27 --  Z L then 
L[c] ~ {wcn/w in L, n = [ w I} is in 5eszxe. By Proposition 2.1, ~sLie is neither 
uniformly 5 ~- nor uniformly o~'-erasable. 
We conclude this section with some simple propositions about the concepts 
introduced. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Each ~9~-erasable set of languages is ~-erasable. 
Proof. Let ~a be an 5P-erasable set of languages. Then 5p,(~a) : ~9~(~). By 
Theorem 1.5, ~- ' (~)  ---- ~5P'(.L,r and g(s162 ---- ~( i r  Hence ~- ' (~)  : ~(cp),  
so that ~r is o~'-erasable. 
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In view of Proposition 2.2, the terms "5:-erasable" and "erasable" are synonomous. 
We will usually employ the latter. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. I f  each language in .W is [~--] erasable, then .W is [~--] erasable. 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that .L# contains a nonempty 
language. (Otherwise, .L# is obviously erasable.) Suppose each language in -o9 a is 
erasable. Then 
5~(oW) = {L 1' w ... u L, ' /n >~ 1, L[  in 5~(L;), Li in ~} 
= (I  a' u "" u L, ' /n >/ 1, L{ in 5:r L, in .Z'} = ~9~'(s 
so that ~ is erasable. Suppose each language in ~ is o~--erasable. Then 
so that ~ is o~'-erasable. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let L be a language and c be in Z -- ZL 9 Then L is ~,~-erasable 
if and only if (Lc)* is erasable. 
Proof. Since ##(L)~ 5~((Lc) *) and #-~(L)= 5:~((Lc) *) [3], ##(L)~ o~-~(L)if 
and only if 5~((Lc)*) = 5:*((Lc)*). 
In order to show that a single language L is uniformly .~-erasable, it would appear 
necessary to show that every set of languages ##-equivalent to L is .~-erasable. The 
next proposition shows that one need only consider individual languages which 
are ##-equivalent to L. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. A language L is uniformly 0~- [5:-] erasable if and only if L' is 
#-- IDa-] erasable for each language L' such that ##(L') = ##(L) [5~(L') ---- 5~(L)]. 
Proof. We give the argument for the semi-AFL case, an analogous proof holding 
in the AFL case. The "only if" part is trivial, so consider the "if" part. Suppose 
that L' is 5#-erasable whenever ~(L ' )  ---- ~9~(L). Assume ~9~(L) = SP(.LP) for some 
set s of languages. Since L is in ~9~(.W), L is in SP(LP') for some finite subset .oqr ---- 
{L a .... , L,~} of ~8. Let c be a new symbol and let L'  ---- 01,<i<., c~L~ 9Then 5~'(L ') = 
5:'(.L~ a') and SP(L') ---- 5~(~'), so that 5~(.W ') C 5~(.W) = 5~(L) C 5~(..q ~ and 
5k(L') ~ 5k(~8 ') • 5~(L). Therefore L' is 5:-erasable, so that ~(L ' )  = 5:'(L'). 
Hence 5~(.LP) ---- 5~(L) ---- 5e(L') = 5:,(L ') C oq'~(.LP) C 5~(.W). Thus 5~(LP) = 5#~(L,8) 
and s162 is :W-erasable. Therefore L is uniformly 5:-erasable. 
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The next two results give sufficient conditions for a set .o~ of languages to be 
uniformly o~'- [Se-] erasable. 
DEFINITION. A homomorphism h from 271" into 272* is simple if there exists 
a letter c in 271 such that h(c) = E and h(a) = a for all a in 271 --  {c}. 
Notation. A simple homomorphism in which the symbol c is mapped to ~ is 
denoted by h e . 
PROPOSITION 2.6. An o~'- [~. ]  erasable set ~ of languages is uniformly o~- [~gv-] 
erasable if he(L) is in #-~(L)[SP~(L)] for every language L and simple homomorphism 
h~ such that L is in -~(LP)[5~(~)] and h~(L) is in .St'. 
Proof. We shall prove the AFL  case, an analogous argument holding for the 
semi-AFL case. Let 0~ be an ~-erasable set of languages atisfying the hypothesis 
of the proposition and let s be a set of languages uch that o~(s = o4~(s Let 
L 1 be an arbitrary language in .6~ v. (If ~ is empty, then ~v is clearly uniformly erasable.) 
Now n 3#(~z-~(s = o~(Xe') [5]. SinceL 1 is in L~  _C o4(s = o~(s162 = a@(~-~(L~a')), 
Li = h(L2) for some L~ in ~-~(XE") and some homomorphism h. Let c be a new symbol. 
Let ha be the E-free homomorphism defined, for each a in 27L~, by hl(a ) = h(a) if 
h(a) #= E and hi(a) = c if h(a) = e. The language L = hi(L2) is in o~-~(.LP') C ~,  (_~a) 
and L 1 = h(L2) = hc(hl(L~)) = h~(L). By hypothesis, L~ = he(L) is in ~ ' (L ) .  Thus 
58 _C ~-~(LP'), so that o~',(Na) C ~(s  Since ~ is ~'-erasable, o@-(s = o~'~(s C 
~-~(~a,) C a~(~o, )= o~(~r Therefore o~-~(~ ') = o~(~q'), and Xq' is o~--erasable. 
Thus s is uniformly ~--erasable. 
The next two propositions follow from Proposition 2.6. The proofs are simple 
and are omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. A language L is uniformly o~- [SP-] erasable if and only if (i) 
L is ~,~- [SP-] erasable; and (ii) whenever L = h~(L') for some L' in o~(L)[S~(L)] and 
some simple homomorphism hethen L is in ~"(L')[Sa~(L')]. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. An [#:-] erasable set s of languages is uniformly [~'-] erasable 
if he(L) is in 5P'(L) for every language L and simple homomorphism he such that L is in 
~(~)  and he(L) is in -~. 
3. THE IRS CONDITION AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we present a sufficient condition for a context-free language to be 
uniformly erasable: An erasable context-free language is uniformly erasable if it 
11 For each set ~ of languages, ,~(0//) = {h(U)/U in q/, h a homomorphism). 
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has no infinite regular subset. Obviously this is not a necessary condition, since 
we could add an infinite regular set over a new alphabet o any uniformly erasable 
context-free language and still have a uniformly erasable context-free language. 
Nevertheless, the condition is extremely useful for showing that various context-free 
languages are uniformly erasable. In particular, we shall prove that certain well- 
known families of context-free languages are uniformly erasable by applying the 
condition to suitably chosen generators. 
DEFINITION. An IRS  language is a language with no infinite regular subset. 
DEFINITION. Let L be a language, c a letter, and hc the simple homomorphism 
erasing c. A word w in L is called c-minimal if ] w I ~ ] z ] for every word z in L such 
that h~(z) ~- hc(w). Let L ~ be the set of all c-minimal words in L. 
Thus w is a c-minimal word of L if w is in L and no shorter word in L has the same 
image under h~. Note that h~(L c) = L. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be an I RS language and L = h~(Lo) for some context-free language 
L o and simple homomorphism h , .  Then L is in .~'(Lo). 
Proof. For each k, k ~ 1, let R,  = Z*  ~ - -  Z*  ceZ * Since hc is C-limited TM on Lo L o 9 
R~, he(L o C~ Re) is in 5~'(L0) [2]. I t  suffices to show that Lo ~ C R ,  for some k, for 
then L = hc(Lo)~-he(Lo c) = h~(L o ~ R~) is in 5f'(Lo). By Ogden's Lemma [18], 
there exists a positive integer k such that if w = wlw2w a is in L o and ] w 2 ] ~ k then 
w is of the form w = uxzyv  where xy ~: ~, uxnzynv is in L o for all n ~ 0, and either 
x or y is a subword of wo. Then Lo c C R~.  For suppose this is false. Let w = wlwaw 3 
be a word in Lo ~ _C Lo, with w 2 = c e. Let u, x, z, y, and v be as given by the Ogden 
Lemma. Suppose hc(xv)v a e. Then L 0 contains an infinite regular set, namely 
hc(uz) he(y)* he(v) or he(u) he(x)* hc(zv) depending on whether x or y is a subword 
of w~. Thus h~(xy) = E, so that he(uzv) = h~(w). But uzv is in L 0 and ] uzv [ < [ w [, 
contradicting the fact that w is a c-minimal word of L o . Hence Lo c C R e , completing 
the proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ be a set of context-free IRS languages. Then ~ is uniformly 
[o~--] erasable i f  and only i f  ~ is [~--] erasable. 
Proof. I f  ~ is uniformly [~--] erasable then it is [~- ]  erasable. Now suppose 
~a is [~'-]  erasable. Let L be a language in ~(~P)  and he a simple homomorphism 
such that ha(L) is in s162 Then L is context free and he(L) is an IRS language. By 
Lemma 3.1, he(L) is in S~'(L). Hence s is uniformly [~--] erasable by Proposition 2.8. 
12 A homomorphism h is e-limited on a language L if there is an integer n such that whenever 
xyz is inL and 1Y I ~ n then h(y) 4= e. 
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In most of the following applications, ~ will consist of a single context-free IRS 
language. We begin by considering the infinite hierarchy .oq]~.~, 1 ~ m, n ~< oJ, 
of families of context-free languages in [10], obtained by placing restrictions on 
pushdown acceptors. 
Notation. Let ~cv  be the family of alI context-free languages. 
DEFINITION. Let G o be the context-free grammar ({0} w 27o, Xo, Po, a), where 
Xo : {al , as, a - l ,  a-s} and Po : {~r --+ mr, (r --~ axcra_l , ct --+ ascra_s , a --~ e}. Let 
K o = L(Go). 
The language K o is the Dyck language over two letters. Thus 5a~(Ko) ---- ~acv. 
Notation. Let ~'o = {al ,  a2, a- l ,  a-2}- For u and v in X0* , write upv if u = 
xa,a_iy and v = xy for some x, y in 27o* and i = 1 or 2. Let p* be the reflexive 
transitive closure of p and let S = {w in Z0*/if wp*z then z = w}. Thus, S is the 
set of words that cannot be reduced further. For each word w in N0* there is a unique 
word, /z(w), such that wp*~(w) and/z(w) is in S. For each w in 270", let v(w) be the 
number of changes from positive to negative subscripts in w; that is, let v(w) = 0 
if [ w t ~ 1, and for i and j  in {--2, --1, 1, 2}, let v(wa~as) = v(wa~) + 1 i f j  < 0 < i, 
and v(waia~) ~ v(wai) otherwise. For each w in 27o* , let Init(w) be the set of all initial 
subwords of w, including E and w. Let Hsk = (al*as*) k for k ~ 1, H2k+l = (at*as*)kal *
for k >/0, and Ho, = {a I , a2}*. Let N be the set of nonnegative integers, and for 
each n in N let Rn = {w in Zo*/V(w ) <~ n}. 
Clearly, each Rn is regular. 
DErImTION. For m in N u {,o}, let Lm.~ = {w in Ko/tz(Init(w))C_ Hm). For n 
in N, let L .... ~ L,,.~ n R,,. For m, n in N w {w), let oLfm.n = J'(L,,.~). 
Obviously, L .... = K o . Note that L1, ~ is equivalent o the set of all strings of 
balanced parentheses and ~a~,o~ is the family of one-counter languages. The language 
L~, 1 is equivalent o the mirror-image language, so that .Lfo. 1 is the closure of the 
linear context-free languages under concatenation and ..  Similarly, ~1.1 
#~'({anbn/n >~ 0}). See [10] for details. 
LEMMA 3.2. For m in N U (co} and n in N ,L  .... is a uniformly erasable IRS language. 
Proof. It is shown elsewhere [8, 13] that L ..... is erasable. Therefore, by Theo- 
rem 3.1, it suffices to show that Lm.n is an IRS language. Suppose Lm.n = Lm.o C~ Rn 
has an infinite regular subset. Then Lm,n contains a set uz*v for some non-E word z, 
and uzkv is in R n for all k /> 0. Since v(x) + v( y) ~ v(xy), kv(z) ~ v(uzkv) ~ n 
for all k ~ 0. Hence v(z) --- O. Therefore z = ZlZ s for some z 1 in {a_x, a_s)* and 
some z 2 in {al, as}*. I f  z = z 1 or z ---- zs then for large k, i~(uzkv) ~ E and UZkV 
is not in K0, thus not in Lm.~. Consequently z 1 vL ~ ~ z~, so that v(zszl) >/ 1. 
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Hence v(uzn+2v) = v(uza(z~za)"+az2v ) ~ n + 1 > n, contradicting the fact that 
uzn+~v is in R~. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) For m in N t3 {co} and n in N, .LP~,, is uniformly ~-erasable. 
(b) The family of nonterminal-bounded context-free languages is uniformly erasable. 
Proof. (a) This follows from Lemma 3.2 since La . ,  = ~(Lm.,). 
(b) The family of nonterminal-bounded context-free languages TM is 5P(~a), 
where .LP = {Lo.,/n in N} [10, 4]. By Lemma 3.2, .LP is a set of erasable IRS languages. 
By Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 3.1, &o, hence 5P(s162 is uniformly erasable. 
We now wish to use Theorem 3.1 to show that .Z'CF is uniformly erasable. However, 
the Dyck language K 0 =-Lo.o~ is not an IRS language. Hence we obtain a different 
generator for &acF. 
DEFINITION. Let X 2 = {[i, [~k, ]/0 ~< i ~< 2, 1 ~< j, k ~< 2} be a set of eight new 
symbols and let G a be the context-free grammar ({a} u 271, Za, Pa, or), where 271 = 
{a a, a2, a_a, a z} u Z 2 and 
Px = {or ~ [,iawa_wa~cra ~], cr ~ [o], ~ --+ [iaioa-i]/1 <-~ i, j ~ 2}. 
Let K 1 = L(G1). 
LEMMA 3.3. 5:'(Kx) = s 
Proof. Since K 1 is context-free, 5: ' (K1)C s To show the reverse inclusion, 
it suffices to prove that K 0 is in 5:'(Kx). (This will imply that .LPcF = S:'(K0) _C 5:,(Kx). )
Let h be the homomorphism on Xx* that erases each symbol in X 2 and is the identity 
on a l ,  a_ l ,  a2 ,  and a_ 2 . Then K o = h(K O. (This is easily seen from the fact that 
g 0 is generated by the set of productions {or ~ ai~a_iaawa_ j , a --+ ,, a --~ aioa_dl ~ i, 
j ~ 2}.) Since words of K 1 contain at most two consecutive symbols from 272, h is 
,-limited on K x . Therefore K 0 is in 5 : ' (K  0. 
The modified Dyck language K a is a suitable generator of *~?cF for our purposes. 
Using K a we now show that ~CF is uniformly erasable. In fact, using a theorem 
from [12], we prove a stronger esult. 
THEOREM 3.3. The family ~cF is uniformly erasable. Furthermore, for each set 
of languages for which .oq~cF = ~'(~') ,  there is a language L in .LP such that ~cF = 5a'(L) 9 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, &acF = S#'(K1) _C SP(K 0 _C S_acF , so that &Z'cF = S:'(Kx) = 
SP(Kx), i.e., K 1 is erasable. By Theorem 2.3 of [1], K 1 is an IRS language. Then 
18 The famdy of nonterminal-bounded languages is a full semi-AFL. However, it is not 
closed under * [4] and hence is not an AFL. 
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by Theorem 3.1, K 1 is uniformly erasable. Hence SP(K1)= .Z'cF is uniformly 
erasable. 
Now suppose .LPcF = o~(.W) for some set .Z' of languages. Since .Z'cF is a full prin- 
cipal 14 substitution-closed AFL, there is a language L in .~a such that -o~aCF = o&(L) = 
6a(L) [12, Corollary 2 of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.1]. Since L~~ 
is uniformly erasable, &acF ----- ~ga'(L). 
Remark. Theorem 2.3 of [1] was used to show K 1 an IRS language. The following 
generalization of the cited theorem can be useful in obtaining IRS languages. A 
multiparenthesis grammar is a 6-tuple G = (V, 270, ~'L, ZR, P, a), where: 
(i) (V, 270 k3 27L L) 27R, P, a) is a context-free grammar; 
(ii) 270, 2~L, and 27 R are pairwise disjoint sets; 
(iii) each production in P has a right-hand side of the form awb, with a in 27L, 
b in 27R, and w in (V -  27L --  SR)*. 
A language L is called a multiparenthesis language i lL = L(G) for some multiparenthesis 
grammar G. Using a homomorphism and Lemmas 2 and 3 of [16], it can be shown 
that each multiparenthesis language is an IRS language. 
When translated into a statement about AFA, Theorem 3.3 implies that every 
AFA defining .Z'cF has many of the nice properties of the family of pushdown acceptors. 
In particular, using the ideas in [3], each AFA defining .~acF (by simultaneous final 
state and empty storage) has a finitely encoded sub-AFA which accepts -Z'CF in 
quasirealtime with acceptance by simultaneous final state and first return to empty 
storage. 
A popular subfamily of .Z'cv is the family of derivation-bounded languages [6] 
(the quasirational languages of [17] and the standard matching choice languages 
of [19]). This is the substitution closure of the family of linear context-free languages, 
and is a full AFL. To show that this family is uniformly erasable, we need some 
preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.4. The family of IRS languages i closed under marked substitution. 
Proof. Let L' = r(L) where L is an IRS language and 9 is a marked substitution 
with ,(x) an IRS language for each x in Z' L . Suppose L' contains an infinite regular 
set. Then there exist words u, z, and v such that z v~ e and uz*v C_L'. Two cases 
arise: 
(~) Suppose z contains a letter in 2~ L . Then h(z) v a E, where h is the homo- 
morphism that leaves letters in ~'L fixed and erases all other letters. SinceL' = ,(L) and 
r is a marked substitution, h(L') C_C_L. Hence h(uz*v) ~ h(u) h(z)* h(v) C _ h(L') CL 
and is an infinite regular set. This contradicts the fact that L is an IRS language. 
1~ s is a full principal AFL if .~' = .#(L) for some language L.
57x/xo[2-2 
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(13) Suppose z contains no letters from 27z. Then uzv has the form UoUxZV~Vo, 
where u~zv~ is the largest subword of uzv which contains z and is in 27z(X --  27L)*. 
Since uzv is in ~-(L), u~zvx is in ~-(x), where x is the first letter in ua. Similarly, for 
each k >/O, uaz~vt is in ~-(x) since UoUlZ~VtVo is in ~-(L). Thus r(x) contains an infinite 
regular set, a contradiction. 
LeMMA 3.5. Let S~' be a set of context-free languages and let -~-q~o be the smallest 
set of languages containing ~ and closed under isomorphism 1~ and uniform substitution. 
Then o~'(s  a) = 5~'(~o) = -//r163 
Proof. Since =Leo C ~o'(s dr S~,(Se0)_C ~'(.o~'). It thus suffices to prove 
that o~' (~)  C d{,(~o). 
We first show that Jr is closed under union. To verify this we only need 
show that 16 ~0 v ~0 C-~"(~o). (For then, since ~a 0 is closed under isomorphism, 
dC"(Se0) v ,/g~(Seo) C ~"(LP ov s C ~,(JC'~(LP0) ) _C dP(LPo). ) Let L x and La be in LP o . 
We shall show that L 1 u L 2 is in d/~(~0). Since .~e 0 is closed under isomorphism and 
9 ~'(.oqa0) is closed under E-free homomorphism, we may assume that Z'LI n 27L~ = Z.  
We may also assume that L 1 contains a nonempty word and that L 2 is nonempty. 
LetL  : rr~(Lx) = {xaw t "'" x~w~/n ~ O, x t "" x~ inL1, each x; in Z'L1, each w~ inLz}. 
It  is a straightforward matter to see that both L I and L~ are in .//r Since .La o is 
dosed under uniform substitution, L is in &a o . Since ~"(L )  = 5P'(L) is closed under 
union, L 1 ~3 L 2 is in ~t,(L) C ~t',(~0). Thus --r163 is closed under union. 
We next show that J/~(~eo) is closed under C-free substitution. Let L be in ,'r 
Then L is in ,//r for some L~ in ~a 0. Let r be an ~-free substitution on 2~L* such 
that ~-(x) is in ,/kt'(Seo) for each x in 27 L . We shall show that ~-(L) is in -~r Since 
d4"(~o) is closed under ~-free homomorphism, we may assume that 27~(~) n L',(~) = 
for all x and y in 27L, X @ y. Let L '  = ~zinrz ~'(x). Since .~" (~)  is closed under 
union, L '  is in dC*(LPo). Therefore L'  is in J/'(L~) for some L~ in ~.  Since s is 
closed under isomorphism, we may assume that 27L~ ~ 27L~ = ~.  Now for each x 
in XL, r(x) is in ~/ ' (L ' )  _C dC"(L~). Hence ~-(L) is in Se'(L 0 oSa'(L~). By assumption, L~ 
contains a nonempty word. Thus by Theorem 1.6, 5P'(L~) ~rSC'(L~) = 5P'(r(L~),(L~)) 
for every symbol c not in Xz~ ~ Xz .  Therefore ~-(L) is in 
Sr ) = dC"(~-(L~c),(Lx) ). 
Let L 3 be some infinite language in ~0.  (If every language in ,oqa0 is finite then 
r(La) is in 9~ C d4",(L, e0). ) We may assume that 27L8 n (Z'L1 U 27L2 ) = ~.  Let L o = 
~',L2(Ls)(L1). Since Le o is closed under uniform substitution, Lo is in Le o . Let c be a 
as A homomorphism h from 271" into 272* is an isomorphism if it has an inverse, or equivalently, 
if h maps 27~ one to one onto Z'~. 
16 For sets *~al and La, of languages, -oqal v .o~az denotes the set [Lx u LJLx in -~1 ,L~ in -~2). 
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symbol in XL.  To verify that ~-(L) is in d//(Lo) , it suffices to show that r(L,O,(La) is in 
vg(Lo). To prove this, let M be the e-free a-transducer ({qo, qa}, Xr.~ ~ XL, ~ XLs, 
L'z~ ~3 (c} ~ 27z~ , H, qo, {qo}), where H = {(qo, xy, x, ql), (qx, z, z, q,), (qt, y, c, qx), 
(qt, e, c, qo), (qo, x, x, qo)/X in Xrt ,  y in Sz8, z in Xz, }. Since *z.~(L~) = { y~wt"" 
y~w~/k >~ O, each w, in L~, y~ "- y~ in Lz, each 3'~ in XL~ }, it follows that M(Lo) = 
M(r,z (z)(La)) ~-  ~-L,(L1), where 
L, = {~c ... ~c/each ~ in L~, } in S} ---- U (L~cy, 
,~in8 
and S = {I w I/w in Lz}. Since Lz is in ~o,  Lz is context free. Hence {clWl/w in Lz} 
is an infinite regular set. Therefore {n + ip/i ~ O} C S for some n /> 0 and p ~> 1. 
Let m = max{n, p}. Select a word w in L~ and let M '  be the e-free a-transducer 
({%}, XL~ U Zz, u {c}, XL, U ZL, U {C}, H',  qo, {%}), where 
H'  = {(qo, x(wcy, x, qo), (qo, Y, Y, %)/0 ~ j ~ m, x in L '~,  y in ~'z2 ~ {c}}. 
Then M'(M(Lo) ) = M'(rL4(L1) = ~-(L,c).(L1). Thus  ":(L2e).(L1) is in ~'(Lo) as claimed. 
Finally, since -/g~(~o) is closed under e-free substitution, ~r  ~-~(~0)= 
~(~o)  _c ~(~)  ~ ' (~o)  _c ~(Zeo). Thus ~, (~)  = ~(~o)-  Since ~e _c ~o, 
it follows that -~P(~o) is an AFL containing ~9 a td {{e}} and closed under e-free 
substitution. Therefore ~ ' (~)  C.//r , proving the lemma. 
COROLLARY. Let ~ be a set of context-free languages and let ~o be the smallest 
set of languages containing ~ and closed under isomorphism and uniform substitution. 
Then ~q'o is erasable if ~ is ~--erasable. 
Proof. Suppose ~ is .~--erasable. Then ~(~q~)-~ (s  By Corollary 2 to 
Theorem 3.3 of [15], ~(.~q~)=~(~(.oC,r Hence ~,ag~(o~q)=~(~(~))= 
~(~-~(&v)) = ~(~o)  = 5#~(~o), by Lemma 3.5. Since 5:~(o~o) = ~g~(oL#), 5:~(s 
is a full semi-AFL, i.e., 5:~(~0) = 5~(.~o). Thus .LP 0 is erasable. 
THEOREM 3.4. For each ~-erasable set ~q' of context-free IRS languages, J~(.LP) 
is uniformly erasable. 
Proof. Let -~o be the closure of .LP under isomorphism and uniform substitution. 
Obviously s _C o~cv. Each language in .LP o is obtained from languages in .o9 v by a 
finite number of applications of isomorphism and uniform substitution. From 
Lemma 3.4, it readily follows that each language in ~0 is an IRS language. By the 
Corollary to Lemma 3.5, 5r o is erasable. Then by Theorem 3.1, -~o is uniformly 
erasable. Hence 5k(-~o) is uniformly erasable and 5~(.~o) = 5~162 By Lemma 3.6, 
~( .o~) = ~(~o)  = 5~(~o)- Thus ~(s  is dosed under arbitrary homomorphism, 
and 5P(ZPo) ~ ~(s  = ~(.~?). Thus ~(Sq)  is uniformly erasable. 
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THEOREM 3.5. The family of derivation-bounded languages is uniformly erasable. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, Lo~.l is an erasable IRS language. Since the family of 
derivation-bounded languages i ~(L~.I)  , the result follows from Theorem 3.4. 
We conclude with an example of a context-free language that is uniformly ~ ' -  
erasable but not uniformly erasable. Let L = {anbn/n ~ 1} and L' = {cndn/n >/ 1}. 
Clearly L and L' are IRS languages. Let ~ be the marked substitution ,(a) = {a} 
and r(b) -~ bL'. Then r(a) and ,(b) are IRS languages. By Lemma 3.4, r(L) is an 
IRS language. It is shown in [14] that T(L) is ~--erasable but not ~9~-erasable. Since 
r(L) is a context-free IRS language which is o~--erasable, it is uniformly ~'-erasable 
by Theorem 3.1. However, since T(L) is not ~-erasable, it is not uniformly ~-erasable. 
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